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OPPORTUNITIIES FOR CANADIAN

Backu-round

Canadian fims have W~
investing in Brazil. Str<
between Canada and E
Canadian businessmen cam

history of

ie first

have a foothold. Prime Minister Jean Chretien's
visit to Brazil in early 1995, accompanied by a
large delegation of Canadian business persons,
reflects Canada's increased interest in
intensifying relations with Brazil and Latin
America in general. Since 1984, Canada bas
had a Double Taxation Agreement with Brazil.
Canadian investment has been diverse, many
well known and respected Canadian companies
are represented and with the right investment
climate, many more may expand their holdings
in Brazil.

Overail Tnvestmnent Climate

The Real Plan bas

ionth

sale
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regulations for foreign mnvestment by issuing a
series of directives with the purpose of
disclosing the miles wbich regulate the
registration of foreign investment in Brazil.

There is a great need for effective infrastructure
as a prerequisite for globalized. industrial
production which Brazil hopes to achieve. As a
consequence of the financial crisis in the 80's,
deterioration in transportation, energy and
teleconimunications sectors is now evident. As
the goverrument continues to struggle with the
public deficit, funding for the necessary
development in infrastructure is not readily
available, and thus the government is counting
on private-sector involvement, as seen in the
recent privatization plans for the
telecommunications and energy sectors.

for 1994. Most are long-term investments which
demonstrate renewed interest in Brazil by the
international business community. Minister of
Industry, Commerce and Tourism Dorothéa
Werneck stated that "investment intentions"
announced to the end of 1995, were in the order
of $27 billion up to 1999 and included
multinational corporation projects in five
different areas: automotive, metallurgy,
petrochenicals, pharmaceutical and foodstuffs
processing. (3erman corporations have indicated
that they niay invest $6 billion in Brazil up to
the year 2000, and French, Japanese and British
investors are not far behind. Central Bank
president, Gustavo Loyola lias declared Brazil
the "new frontier" for financial, commercial and
technological investment.
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The risk of investing i Brazil at this time, is
that the necessary fiscal reforms to the country's
serious public debt problem are flot yet i place.
The govemrment will need to overcome fiscal
imbalance by restructuring the social welfare
system, by balancing the finances of the state
and federal governments and privatizing a
number of state companies. As well, it faces the
real possibility of losing important political
support for these measures and for those policies
already implemented in order to sustai the Real
stabilization plan.

(through LocaSat), Globo Group, and
Odebrecht have already announced their
itention to invest.

Ini telephony, with a density of only nine
telephones per 100 inhabitants, Brazil ranks 39th
i the world and eighth i Lati Anierica.

Investment in telephony is expected to grow by
12% over the next three years, as Telebrâs 's
planned telephone expansion unfolds.

and Teleinig (state of
company) have announc
they will issue caîls f
440.000 new terminals

inties i Brazil.
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excellent opportunities. The bill which regulates
concessions of public services to the private
sector lias been approved, allowing their
participation i ahi public services which do flot
have constitutional impediments, including the
generation, transmission and distribution of
electric energy,
The goverfiment plans to seli 35 hydroelectric
and 9 thermoelectic plants by 1999. The plants
are capable of producing 23,700 megawatts.
Total investment is estimated at R$22 billion.

will auction of voting

companies are exploring mines i several areas
of the country. Canadian companies are and
have been some of the first to invest, with gold
mining attracting companies sucli as TVX Gold,
Barrick Gold (has been installed in Brazil since
Dec 95), Echo Bay and Placer Dome. It is
expected that overaîl foreign investment will
total US$ 1 billion by the end of 1996.

Transportation

Privatization is probal
crisis of the transpor
federal nor the state
urgent repairs, let
highway networks.
doubt happen with th(
are i even worse shý

a senior Brai
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Automotive Parts

This sector promises great opportunities for
mergers and acquisitions in 1996. With changes
to the industrial process of assenxbly factories
and the increase in international competition,
small specialized companies will merge with
each other in order to provide a set of
coniponents to the assembly factories in place of
individual parts.

Goods

ect to strong international comapetition,
Àlian companies will be looking for foreign
ilers in order to invest in teclxnology and
compete with the new wave of imports.

Produets

sector-specific retail chains. In the last two
decades, the number of shopping centres has
jumaped fromn 12 to 104 and is expected to
increase by 10 percent per year through the rest
of the decade.

Plasties

Since 1991, the Brazilian market for
polyethylene terephtalate (PET) packages has
been growing even though Brazilian prices are
substantially higher than lin the U.S., Asia or
Europe. High prices are attributed to low
production levels.

Insurance

With changes in
the insurance nu
accoinmodate f
expected that Jap
this year by buy
life insurance.

Other

Other areas of signil
forestry, private
agriculture. Sectors
production, const:
packaging, infrastruc
banking.
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[ AND CANADIAN INVESTMENTS AND RE-INVESTMENTS IN BRAZIL

N INVESTMENTS AND RE-INVESTMENTS IN BRAZIL

Current-cost basis
(US$ billions)

Current-cost
basis (%)

I. 4 4

18.388
6.315
5.107
4.161

32.5
11.2
9.0
7.4
5.9
4.2
3.9
3.0
2.8

20.1

Historie-cost basis
(US$ billions)

18.282
4.517
5.342
3.447

56.549 100.00

only (does not include Canadian investments througl
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